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Homo Sapiens Demo Stones

Visconti presents a new edition of the Homo Sapiens collection inspired by the beauty of the colored gemstones.
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Homo Sapiens Demo Stones



INSPIRATION
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Seductive transparencies and harmonious proportions meet the iconic

design of the Homo Sapiens collection. Our continuous research has

led us to ask: can matter be ethereal? The answer is in the new Homo

Sapiens Demo Stones pen. Its true power is born out of its natural

encounter with light, which gives life to its transparency, density,

splendour and fluidity.

For the colours of the Homo Sapiens Demo Stones collection, we

were inspired by the beauty of the most sought-after coloured gems.

Emerald for dark green, sapphire for deep blue and ruby for intense

red. Rubies, sapphires and emeralds have been admired for their rich

colours for thousands of years.



TECHNIQUES & MATERIALS

Each Demo Stones pen is designed, made and polished in our

Florentine workshop. The barrel and cap are made in fine acrylic

resin and carefully hand-polished, both inside and out, with

special felt tools, to guarantee an excellent result. This process

requires all the skill and expertise of our most experienced

craftsmen.

Our ability to make beautiful demonstrator pens is renowned

around the world. We have set ourselves the challenge of making

perfection visible. Transparency is not purely an aesthetic choice,

but also a way to reveal the beating heart of our demonstrator

pen.
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In the "Demo Stones" edition, the semi-transparent colours reveal

the soul of this exceptional writing instrument: the Power Filler

Double Reservoir filling system, patented by Visconti in 1998.

The new Homo Sapiens Demo Stones collection is enriched by

coloured stones placed on the pen cap: green agate, blue agate

and carnelian stone emulate the three inspirational gem colours of

the pen’s body. In addition, the pen can be personalised with "My

Pen System" magnets at the bottom of the barrel.

The bridge clip of the Demo Stones rollerball pen is engraved with

the Visconti logo and embellished with a tone on tone enamel. The

band on the barrel is engraved with the collection’s name: "Homo

Sapiens".
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Edition: New

Material: Acrylic resin

Colors: Ruby (red), Emerald (green), Sapphire (blue)

Writing system: Fountain Pen – Rollerball

Nib: 14 kt gold nib - large (palladium color)

Filling system:

Fountain Pen – Power Filler Double Reservoir

Rollerball – Refill A40

Closing system: Hook safe lock

Box: Visconti box-12

Clip: Laser Engraved Visconti Logo

Trims: Silver / Palladium plated

Limited edition: No

Date of communication on 

social media:

4th week of January 2021

Date of launch 1st week of February 2021

Price range (Eu): Fountain Pen (EF, F, M, B, S) 850, Rollerball 680

TECHNICAL DETAILS
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DESCRIPTION
DIAMETER CAP

mm

DIAMETER 

BODY

mm

LENGTH 

(CLOSED) 

(mm)

LENGTH

(OPEN WITH NIB OR REFILL) 

(mm)

WEIGHT (gr.)

Penna Stilografica
16,3 14,3 148 131 39,4

Roller 16,3 14,3 148 130 44,1

Emerald

Sapphire

Ruby


